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Introduct ion

The

Paul has been accused as the one who, in his writings,
a feminist "time-bomb" which has continued to explode

man

planted
throughout

the

course

of Christian

history.

This assertion is made

explosion claims only women as its casualties, since it
only targeted against them. In view of this, the woman of today
is very worried, since a culture of systematic discrimination has
emerged. She is placed on the margin and exploited as if she were
nobody.
However, it has to be pointed out from the very beginning that
inadequate knowledge of biblical exegesis has fanned this type of
misinformation and bias against Paul. The reason for this is that
those who see him as the author of the unfortunate subordination
of women simply take the thirteen letters in the NT bearing his
name as exclusively coming from him. These people ignore the
fact that information from the Pastorals (as we shall soon see), for
instance, depicts a post-Pauline tradition and portrays a turbulent
doctrinal period. Linda M. Maloney was aware of·this when she
said: "I believe that the Pastorals are pseudepigrapbical: their
author is someone other than Paul desiring to claim Pauline
authority for his ideas. Nonetheless, on the false premise that
everything bearing the name of Paul must necessarily have come
from Paul himself, two sets of information about women in early
Christianity were mixed up. The result is that this group of people
came to the false but regrettable conclusion that the subordination
texts of the NT house codes coming from the deutero-Pauline
because this
is

,,1

.

sources'

are

also from Paul

unfortunately misrepresented

as

himself

this way, Paul is
the author of the subordination of
In

of Women
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who formed

embryo which mercilessly
bites women throughout the course of Christian history. Hence, the
central preoccupation. of this short exegetical investigation is to
a

viper

in

women;

as one

use one

of such texts attributed to Paul to correct this

impression

about him. It is true that

0/ Denmark,

but the

something
sought

is to be

cause

erroneous

is rotten in the state

where

things.

went

wrong. In view of this the present article will examine the pieces
of evidence about the subordination of women found in what is

technically called the house codes' of the NT or in German the
Haustafel.
Why are these texts so called? They deal with order both in the
family and in the church. Broadly speaking, they follow a
consistent pattern, making use of the following pairs: man
-

parents child; slave

woman�

-

The main

-

preoccupation here

various levels of subordination
at the

of the

head. This is
woman

master.
was

code which

a

to the

family

and

with order in the

family. Here
man always

with the

expressed,
seemingly confined the activities
defines her place and role in the

are

house and sometimes in the church." However, since these texts
are quite numerous, for the sake of this article, we shal1
concentrate

on

the texts of ITim 3,11-15 and l Cor 33b-35.

Let The Women

Keep Silent

1 Tim 2,11-15 & l Cor 14,33b-35

Preliminary Remarks
As the reader will

soon

see, the NT subordination of women

in these texts. In these texis, the coffin was
nailed; Christian women became muzzled and gagged. They will
have to be treated this way for being women and for being created

entered

a

crucial phase

by God. Indeed, from the subordination of the woman in the
family (as seen in Eph 5,22-33; Col 3,18-19 etc.), we have now
so

come to

the subordination of this

God. Rules will
Free

speech

now

will

eternal ban will

now

now

same woman

in the church of

be made to muzzle her mouth in the church.
be

luxury that cannot be afforded, An
imposed on her on account of a biological

be

a
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be interdicted and

proscribed.
signals to us that we have now arrived at a sad ecclesiological
juncture, the prohibition of women from speaking in the church of
God. Here it is no longer about a house code, but now abouta
church code, which spells out the place of women in the church
and how these women are supposed to behave before men in the
Christian assembly. As will soon be seen, this code clearly
proscribes and forbids these women from carrying out certain
gender. They

now

This

functions in the church.
In the two sets of. texts

shortly to be analysed, we shall see how
shaped
"usurped" divine power and imposed
an eternal ban on women not to speak in the church which is
supposed to belong to them and to these men on equal terms. The
unfortunate thing about this ban is that it is done in the name of the
Holy Scripture, thus giving the false impression that this is also the
the

men

who

the NT

have in these texts,
the feminist Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza to

revelation of God. It is
which

prompted

maintain that

of women

no

a

situation, such

text which

as we

destroys the personal and human worth
5

be the revealed Word of God. However, the biblical
authors in our study did not pay attention to this. They were not
can

satisfied with the
women to men

provisions of the house code which subordinated
family. In view of this, they decided to

in the

extend this to the level of the church. This

should be under

women

men

not

only

in the

means

family

that these

but also in the

church.

Indeed, if
women

our

criticism of the authors of the subordination of

in the house codes

was

mild, it will not' be enough

to do

here. The two authors below have laid down very firmly
the foundation of an unfortunate situation in which women suffer,

the

same

even

today

in

our

church. Will

relation to this that Linda M
At the

same

women ever

forgive

them? It is in

Maloney made this observation:

time, these letters

are

both

frustrating

and

to the Christian woman who reads them: their

depressing
( especially as regards women and their roles) is
negative to the point of ferocity, and it is this negative and

tone
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oppressive quality that has dominated interpretation and
authoritative application of these texts in the succeeding
two millennia.

6

With this in mind, these authors
synagogue mentality in which the

typical temple
was supposed to

applied

a

woman

or

be

quiet. Accordingly, in the synagogues these
purely passive
women were assigned special places behind a screen," from where
and

acted like silent spectators. So these authors were working
within a tradition of this kind inherited from their Jewish past.

they

With these

preliminary remarks, let

us now

texts involved. The two texts will be studied

have

many similarities.

so

1 Cor

33 b Hos

ton

en

lTim 2,11-15

14,33b-35

pasais

tais. ekklesiais

34 hai

gynaikes
tais ekklesiais sigatosan oy gar
epitrepetai autais lalein, ana
hypotassesthosan, kathos kai ho
35 ei de ti mathein
nomos legei;
hagion

thelousin,

en

oiko tous idious

en

aischron
eperotatosan;
estin
gynaiki lalein en

andras
gar

ekklesia.

gyn�

saints 34 let the

women

hesychia

en

in all the

to them to

not

permitted

they

should be submissive, even as
law says; 35 If there is
want to

It Let the

know, let

in the church

For Adam

same

sees

and directed

learn in silence in all

12 So I do not

either

woman

any

to

was

woman was

deceived and

saved

permit
or

to

formed first, then Eve. 14
not deceived, but the

was

became

teach

man, but to be in silence. 13

And Adam

[consequently]

transgressor. 15 Yet she will be
through child-bearing, if she
a

remains in faith and love and holiness
with

The reader

woman

submissiveness;

speak, ,domineer

them ask their husbands at horne;
for it is disgraceful for a woman to

speak

en

12 didaskein de

Translation

churches keep silence; For it is

anything they

manthaneto

pase
gynaiki ouk
hypotage.
epitrepo oude authentein andros, all'einai
en
hesychia. 13 Adam gar protos
eplasthe, eita Heva. 14 kai Adam ouk
epatethe, he de gyne exapatetheisa en
parabasei gegonen; 15 sothesetai de dia
tes teknogonias, ean meinosin en pistei
meta
kai
kai
hagiasmo
agape
sophrosynes; 3,1 pistos ho logos.
11

Translation
33b As in all the churches of the

the

begin a reading of the
together because they

sobriety.

basically the
(women). On the one

that the contents of both texts

against

the

same

persons

are
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to teach and on the other

ordered to be silent and to be submissive in the

language is very tough and both texts are very
uncompromising in their hostile reaction against women speaking
or teaching in the church. In both traditions, the subordination of
women reaches its turning point.
These two texts present a textual critical problem to the exegete.
If it is argued that Paul was not against women, why do we
suddenly find such a-hostile and anti-feminist text in a letter (l
Corinthians) attributed to him and recognised as coming from
him? Does the exegete now not find himself boxed into a literary
corner, where he must now resort to the apologetic game? Is he not
in a dilemma and on a cross-road? Is there now no impasse? How
church. The

.

resolve this apparent contradiction in Paul, without
explaining away the problem just to uphold the thesis that Paul
can

was

us

one

not

try

against women?

This is the first task

now

before us. So let

to resolve this riddle.

a). Textual Evidence'
The

l'Cor
seen

first thing

that the critical reader notices. is that the text of

14,33b-35

is in a very awkward position, especially when it is
in the overall context of the Pauline discussion of the
in which it is found. Is this text

charismatic

gifts (I Cor 12-14)

Pauline

not? And is the idea contained therein from Paul

or

himself or not? We do not intend to take up all the details of the
9
arguments here. However, suffice it to point out that the
manuscripts themselves are confused. They were not even sure
where to fit this awkward text. This

already points

problematic nature of ICor 14,33b-35. Indeed,
sets of manuscript evidence:

we

to

the

have these three

following sample manuscripts retain the text of l'Cor
34-35 where it is now, that is coming after l'Cor 14.33, as one
finds in the RSV. These manuscripts are: p46, �, A, B, K, Y
and several others. These are mainly the Alexandrian witnesses.
(i).

The
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the Western witnesses,
14,40. These include: D, F,

this lCor 34-

(ii). Others, mainly

place

35 after l Cor

G, 8, 8* and many

others.

(iii). In the codex Fuldensis, these verses were inserted at the
margin after 14,33. In other words, this very document was
totally confused, unsure what to do with the text of ICor 14,3335. The fact that the editors of this very manuscript placed it on
the margin can be interpreted to mean that they did not
recognise it as an authentic Pauline text. It is possible that they
considered it as an interpolation or an editorial appendix
coming from a non-Pauline hand. If this were not the case, it
becomes difficult to explain why they had to place it where they
did

..

Whatever is the case, the reader
began to raise problems as

35

Pauline,
effect, we

that the text of l Cor

14,33b-

of textual

the

early
history
today, about its authenticity
already present from the earliest possible time.

criticism. The doubt which
was

sees

see

that

even

we

as

have

the ancient scribes

what to do with this unit. Two

reasons

were

can

not so sure

as

In

of

account for this

In the first

place, it is awkward in the context of the
discussion on charismatic gifts where it is found. Secondly, it
displays an acute inconsistency with the usual Pauline attitude
So from the manuscript tradition and
towards women.
its
Pauline
transmission,
authorship is already questionable.
Therefore, this does not permit us with certainty to say that it is a
Pauline text. Consequently, the idea present in the text is also
uncertainty.

suspect

b).

as

Pauline. So the benefit of the doubt goes to Paul.

The Context

The next

Of tc» l4,33b-35

thing that we

intend to do

now

is to examine the context

in which this controversial text is found. First of all, it is situated
within the context of the Pauline discussion on the charismatic

gifts.

The

language

of the

at odds with the overall

questionable text at stake is completely
language of l Cor 12-14. Anyone reading
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this unit

sees that lCor l4,33b-35 suddenly breaks up the logic and
the sequence of the discussion and abruptly introduces a topic
outside the universe of discourse. Besides, this contradicts the

found in the letter. Indeed, in l Cor 11,5, Paul
to prophesy in the church, despite the problem

overall

approach

allows

women

which the whole unit

raises. In which case, be did not
Paul is out to re-unite the divided

(11,2-16)
to

impose silence on them.
Corinthians ( 1 Cor 1,10-17). His language was love-oriented,
appealing to all to work harmoniously.
Indeed, if one removes lCor 14,33b-35 there is a perfect link
with the rest of the discussion. This points to the fact that 1 Cor
14,33b-35 is an editorial insertion from somebody at home with
the tradition of the pastoral epistles, who possibly felt that Paul has
gone too far in granting so many concessions to women. He
therefore made this corrective remark to try to set the clock "right"
from his own Jewish perspective.
The Pauline Tradition

c).

Next,

it has also to be

pointed

out that the

introductory part of

ICor 14,33b-35 does not reflect the reality in the Pauline church.
In ICor 14,33b-34, the pseudo-Pauline author makes it clear that
the ban
en

on women

pasais

exists in all the churches which he knows

tais ekklesiais

(as

in all the

churches).

-

hos

From this we: learn

that in all the churches known to the author of the controversial
text that it is

customary for

is

not seen in

a

practice

women not to

speak

in the church. This

the Pauline churches but

perhapsa feature

of the deutero-Pauline churches, as we see in the pastorals (1 &2
Tim; Titus). The churches which the author has in mind are

seemingly these churches of the Pastoral epistles. Otherwise, this
practice is not attested in Paul. In effect, this points towards a
different authorship of the text in question.
Finally, based on the manuscript evidence adduced above, I
ascribe to the solution found in the Codex Fuldensis, where 1 Cor
14,33b-35 was simply placed at the margin after 14,33. In this
case, I would label this text

a

pseudo-Pauline

text or an editorial
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against all that we know of Paul. It has an
unambiguous affinity with the Pastoral letters. We shall try to look
for its authorship in this direction.
remark.

It works

d). Literary Affinity

With The Pastorals

examination. of the text of l Cor 14,33b-35 and that of
I Tim. 2,11-12 (as one can see above) reveals an obvious similarity
A close

style, vocabulary, idea and emphasis. Let us concentrate on a
comparison of the two texts for the moment.
(i) Both texts are very insistent and unambiguous on the silence
of the woman in the Christian assembly. This becomes only an
assembly of men, with the women members only passively in
attendance. The women are to participate as "dumb" people,
saying or uttering nothing. They are simply to attend as the
"yes" members of the Christian assembly." In imposing this
silence, both texts used a common word sigao to keep silent or
to be .quiet. Also the same verb epitrepo (to allow or permit
someone) was used to refuse women the permission to teach in

in

.

-

thecburch.

(ii) Both texts made a common appeal to Scripture (the account
of the fall) in proposing their subordination-ecclesiology.
However,

some

differences

mentions the text 'of

are

also found. Whereas l Tim 2

Scripture concerned,

ICor 14,33a 35
..

only

says that the law said so.
(iii) These two texts reflect the mood of the house codes in

relation

to

women.

subordfnation which

Hence,

one sees

the

radical

inEphesians

is

and

extreme

again repeated

in

these two traditions.
The stand to be taken in this work, when this literary similarity,
text critical evidence and all other arguments are assembled
.

.is that lCor 14,33b-35 offers no convincing reason to
believe that it belongs to Paul. Based on all the evidence having a
bearing on the case, my own position is that it belongs to the same

together,

tradition

or

to a similar tradition with 1 Tim

2.13 I think that

we
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of

pseudonymity here. Somebody (perhaps, a pious
orthodox Jewish disciple from the school of the Pastorals) has
written in the name of Paul in order to try to reduce the-influence
of his liberally proclaimed freedom and equality: With this, let us
now go into the details of the exegesis involved, beginning with
the controversial 1 Cor 14,33b-35.
have the

1 Cor

case

14.,33b-35

begins with an introduction has en, -pasais tais
ekklesiais ton hagion ("as in all the churches of the saints"). With
this the author alerts his readers that there was an already existing
practice in all the churches known to him. He gave this important
signal with the use of has (as). So what he is about to say is
nothing new. It is an old custom in what he calls "the churches of
the saints". Those .to whom. he now wants to address probably
know this too. In any case, he now proceeds to remind them what
this practice is all about.
Next, in 1Cor 14,34, the pseudo-Pauline editor gives us the list of
(1) This

text

-

what obtains in "all the churches of the saints". These

hai

gynaikes en tais
ekklesiais sigatosan
b). ou gar epitrepetai autais
a).

let the

women

are:

in all the

keep silent
Bot permitted to
them to speak,
lalein,
alia
should.
be
c).
they
hypotassesthosan, but
kathos kai ho nomos legei
submissive, even as the law
churches

For it is

says

With this ecclesiastical command that

women

should keep silent

in the churches this author carries his own subordination of
women

from the home into the church. Here these

become "dumb" Christian
to them

From

mourners.

now on men

to

participants in the church which belongs
They should be present like silent and
In effect, they have been robbed of initiative.
are the only ones who should speak in the

and to this writer.

bereaved

women are
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for these

legislate

woman.

These

women

be like outsiders and strangers. They have now become
the silent worshippers of Christianity, forced to contribute nothing

will

now

theological

to

policies.

and

discussions

definitions, making

no

having

serious

The seriousness of this

no

say

contribution.

prohibition

in

dogmatic

towards

church

order lies in the fact

that it is to be in the churches.

This

Greek imperative form sigatosan is from the verb sigao
which is used in the intransitive sense and has the following

meaning:(a). to keep silent (b).
14
speaking; (d). to become silent

to say

nothing; (c).

to

stop

From these various

meanings, the reader sees that the author
chose his word very carefully and left no room for any ambiguity.
He knew what he wanted to say and was very precise about it. As
one

sees, absolute silence

God's

name.

They

are

was

to be

present like

word. So the author
and must

now

imposed
a

these women, all in
muzzled ox, uttering no

on

They have now been fettered
gagged
organise themselves in liberation movements to
them.

break their chams.

Thissame author will now go further to strengthen his religious
ban on women. He does this with this phrase ou gar epitrepetai
aiaais lalein (it is not permitted to them to speak). Here the author
-

shows that he

means

saying. So he uses this verb
epitrepo. Ordinarily, it means to

what he has been

from

epitrepetai (a passive form)
allow, permit, order, instruct. With the infinitive,
text, it

means

context. The

to

permit

or

construction .is

allow." But it

as we

have in
in

our

negated
gar epitrepetai>, meaning it is
are neither permitted nor allowed

<ou

was

our

-

permitted. So these women
to. speak in the church, This is an unfortunate ecelesiology which
also provides the platform for the present day practice in the
not

church:
the author goes forward to tell us what ·these women
should do. On the contrary (alia), he maintains, they should be
submissive (hypotassesthosan). First of all, the use of the word alia

Finally,
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(which in general means but) plays a contrasting role here.
Accordingly, we translate it as "on the contrary" to bring this out.
The author is contrasting what these women should not do with
what they should do. On the one hand, they are not to speak in the
church, but on the other hand, they are to be submissive. Both are
extremes which help to create a second class people in
Christianity. This author is doing all these things because of the
biological gender of those involved. They have to be subjected in
this way for the simple reason that they are women. So for this
author, it is virtuous for the woman to keep silent in the church and
to be subordinated to the man. Simply, she has to accept the
authority of the man in all things."
The role
This is

of hypotassesthosan
passive imperative

a

does it mean? It is
house codes." The

form from the verb

hypotasso.

noun

from it is

hypotage

which

SUbjection, subordination, obedience." The verb itself
subject,
also

to

mean

What

standard verb of subordination in the NT

a

subordinate,
to become

bring someone into subjection.
19
subject, to subject oneself This

meaning is to be ruled
passive imperative.

to

means

means to

It

can

active

out in our own context since we have a

place under, to affix under." When it is
(reflexively), it means to acknowledge as
lord and master, to lose or surrender one's own rights or will." This
is probably the meaning in our own context. In which case, it
This verb also

means

to

used in the middle voice

let them be made to surrender their will, let them be made
acknowledge as lord. In this sense, it becomes a hierarchical

means:

to

term used to express one's

relationship to

a

superior." In the house

code, this verb is also used for the submission of slaves to their
masters.

23

This author

Scripture

to

now

justify

goes forward to hide under the shadow of
his unfriendly statements about women. He

insists that the law supports his own position (kathos kai ho nomos
lege; even as the law says). We know that the Pentateuch" is
-
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the law

or the torah. The author,
however, did not give us the text he has in mind. If I may
speculate, based on the parallel tradition in 1 Tim 2.13, the text of
the law this author has in mind is probably the Yahwistic account
of the creation in En 2,4b-25. Also the author of Ephesians knew
this particular account of creation and even quoted directly from it
(Eph 5,31). One sees that the Yahwist sowed a dangerous seed of
subordination, without probably wishing that it be used the way
as

later traditions did.
Now the

pseudo-Pauline writer will go on to make his final
remarks about his "teaching" on the subordination of women. How
will these women. get matters clarified if they were to have a
confusion. The answer is in l Cor 14,35 where the author sealed his
doctrine of subordination. The only place where women can open
their mouths is in their homes.

questions.

Even at

this, they

not tell us who would

of his

help

no

could

they

ask their

to ask their husbands. But he did

the widows

community who have

Nevertheless,

are

Only, then,
or

the unmarried members

husbands.

the author went further to

strengthen

his extreme

by maintaining, for the last time, that it is not good
speak in the church. For him, this is aischron an
adjective from aischros which means disgraceful, ugly, shameful,
base." Here we see that this author was very uncompromising. He
subordination

for

was

is

a

women

in

no

to

mood to dilute

-

or

water down his statements. For

him it

base, shameful, ugly and disgraceful thing for women to speak
own church. On account of this, these women were

in their

absolutely forbidden to speak in the church and placed to remain
perpetually passive and submissive. This is the way the author of
lCor 14,33a-35 has defined the place of women in his "churches".
With this, he has put them in a second class position, an
unfortunate position which they still occupy today. They have been
banned from speaking in the church and from competing with men
in the church. For some people, the God who created men and
women in his own image and likeness (En 1,27) forgot to give to
women the "charism" to be able to enter into this competition and
to become leaders also in this church. In

effect, their voices

are

not
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happy reading

lCor

the Word of God., will she
proclaimed
respond "Amen"? This leads us to the similar

When it is

14,33b-35?
willingly and happily
and sorrowful position held. by the

as

author of 1 Timothy.

The Woman Should Not Teach 261Tim 2,11-15

Preliminary Observations
Timothy

seems

to combine- several

principles

of the other texts

the subordination of wom.en. In the first place, it has a
formulation similar to that in Ephesians. For instance, in Eph 5.24,
on

the woman is to be submissive to her husband

things. Likewise,
woman

here in

is said to be

ell

en

panti

in all

-

1 Timothy; the subordination of the

pose hypo/age

Next, both 1 Timothy and Titus

-

in an submissiveness.

united in

maintaining that the
TTimothy he uses the word
Titus used philoteknous
lover

are

woman's role is to bear children. For

teknogonias child-bearing, while
of children (Tit 2,4). We see that the subordination of women was
a feature of the church communities represented by the NT house
code, even though differences in emphases existed. For instance,
between 1 Timothy and Titus, there are minor differences, though
they belong to the same tradition of the Pastorals. Whereas
ITimothy forbade a11 teaching activities to women (ITim 2.12),
Titus permitted limited teaching activity (Tit 2.3). Even at this, the
-

aim of this is

-

to teach the young women how to be submissive to

their husbands and to be

keepers. So the teaching
function of the women of Titus is to help to grease the tools of
their subordination. With these preliminary remarks, let us now
examine in details the text of 1 Timothy.
The author began on a very strong note (1 Tim 2,11),
commanding women to learn in silence (en hesychia manthaneto)
and in all submissiveness (en pase hypotage). Here he assigns two
roles to women: learning and keeping silence. These become two
important feminine virtues in this community. The author also says
how they are to carry these out: They have to do them en pave
good

bouse
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in all submissiveness. Absolute and

-

subordination is demanded of them. These

present in the Christian assembly but
remain

speechless.

spectators in

a

1 Timothy has
women

Based

on

could be

the condition that

mentality,

we see

that

they
ordinary

better than them. Such is the way
to complicate the problem of the place of

football match

helped

this

on

unquestionable

women

are

in the church.

Next, 1 Tim 2,12

now

been said. Further ban

goes further to re-enforce what has just
imposed on these women on three

was

points: (a). They were expressly forbidden (ouk epitrepov to teach
(didaskein). (b). They were forbidden (ouk epitrep6) to have
authority (authentein) over the man. (c). They were ordered
(all'einai) to keep quiet (hesychia). These statements can be re
formulated
not

as

permit any

they

have to

follows: I do
woman

to

not

have

permit any

authority

keep quiet.
sees that this is

woman to

over

teach; 1 do
a result,

the man; As

negative programme that has
regulations about women. Even in
OUf own time, church policies reflect this programme mapped out
by 1 Timothy. Is it not possible that such a mentality represented
The reader

a

continued to influence church

here and elsewhere has influenced the document "Third Instruction

Implementation Of The Constitution On The
Sacred Liturgy", Liturgiae Instaurationes of 5th September 1970
when it said that "in accordance with the rules governing this
matter, women may proclaim the scripture readings, with the
"27
Once more there is something
exception of the gospel.
considered to be a male prerogative, which 1 Timothy fought to
preserve. In any case, the reader sees in 1 Timothy the beginning of
the exclusion of women from the hierarchy and office of the
On The Correct

church.
Now 1 Tim

the

use

Eve

2,13 goes

on

to

justify

of Scripture. Thus it says

(Adam

gar

protos eplasthe,

-

this

teaching

for Adam
eita

was

Heva;

As

on women

with

formed first, then
one can see, the

author invokes the Yahwistic account of creation

(En 2,4a-25)

to

support his doctrine of the subordination of women. A critical
reading of the text in question shows that the Yahwistic narrator,

Chinedu

consciously

or

Adolphus Amadi-Azuogu BETH 8: J,

unconsciously, planted

subordination of

women.

The narrator
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dangerous seed of the
preserved two units which
a

deal with the separate creation of man and woman. In these
accounts, the man was created first (En 2,7-8) and then the woman

(En 2,21-23) but
woman

as an

afterthought (En 2,18).

So

man was

created

In which case, God did not create man and
at the same time, as the priestly account in En 1-2,4a

before the

woman.

seemed to suggest (cf En 1,27).
Seen from this standpoint, 1 Timothy is

tradition. But is it justifiable to

of women? Is this the main
the narrative not

a

sexual

at home

quite

with this

it to support the subordination
of the Yahwistic account or was

use

point
aetiology seeking

explain the sexual
woman?" Notwithstanding, the
to

relationship between man and
author of 1 Timothy interprets it to mean that the woman should be
absolutely subordinated to the man because he (the man) was
created first. To the question: Was the man created first in the
Yahwistic account and then the woman? The
to

the

question:

_

Should

the

subordinated to the man? The

as

woman,
answer

i

s

answer

is

"yes"." But

consequence, be
and m us t bean
a

emphatic "no", It will be unfair to use the text of the Yahwist to
explain away the subordination of the woman to the man, as if this
was an essential part of the Schopfungsordnung
order of creation.
The type of radical subordination envisaged and taught by
1 Timothy is not to be read into the text of En 2.
Nonetheless, l Timothy (lTim 2,14) continues to hide under the
-

shadow of the Yahwist. This time, he goes to the account of the
fall of man in En 3. Hence he says and Adam was not deceived,
but the woman was deceived and [consequently] became a
-

transgressor" (kai Adam ouk epatethe,
parabasei gegonen).

Here

he de

gyne exapatetheisa en
the author of ITimothy picks up the

account of the fall in En 3 to

support his radical programme of the

subordination of women. This enables him to insist that Adam
not deceived. As the reader sees in the text of En
was

the

one

who

was

tempted

and

was

also the

one

was

3, the woman
to be deceived

first (En 3, 1-6a). But the story did not end here. It continued with
En 3,6b. Here the man was also deceived and so he too ate the
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forbidden fruit. So it is not true, as
man was not deceived (Adam auk
woman was

one-sided

LTimothy contends, that the
epatethe) and that only the
author of I'I'imothy has done a

deceived. Here the

reading

of the text This enabled him to bend the

tradition to say what he wants it to say and
his radical programme of subordination.
As

have

we

already noted,

shows that both the

both

man

consequently to support

the evidence in the Yahwistic text

and the

also

woman were

deceived and that

in the trial

In

scene (En
fact,
punished (En 3,16-24).
3,8-13), the trial of the man (En 3,8-12) lasted longer than that of
the woman (En 3,13) which was summarised only in one verse.

were

Also the

deceit,

man was

even

tried first and his defence shows that he admits

though he

did not take the

responsibility

for such

a

a

mistake. Hence, he said: "The woman whom thou gavest to be with
me, she gave me the fruit of the tree, and I ate" (En 3,12). In other

words, the

man

himself has ,confessed

pleaded not guilty.
different. In
like the

man

being deceived,

this, the defence of the

Even at

even

if he

woman was

not

similar formulation, she also-admits deception but
could not accept responsibility for it. Hence, she said:

a

"The serpent beguiled me, and I ate" (En 3,13). It is precisely on
the condition that both were deceived and were found guilty that
the

woman

and the

of En 3 tells
that Adam

us.

was

man were

In the

punished,

as

the rest of the narrative

of this, it is unfair for 1 Timothy to say
not deceived, but the woman was deceived and

light

[consequently] became a transgressor. Both the man and the
woman were deceived and both became transgressors. 31
Finally, ITimothy (LTim 2,15) offers this soteriological principle
to guide the women in his community: Yet she will be saved
t h r 0 ugh chi I d b e a r i n g if she remains in faith and 'love
and holiness with sobriety sothesetai de dia tes teknogonias, ean
meinosin en pistei kai agape kai hagiasmo meta sophrosynes. Here
the author uses the Greek preposition dia (through) to propose a
soteriological principle for the woman. Her salvation lies through
child-bearing dia tes teknogonias. Child-bearing becomes an
-

,

-

-

essential element in the life of the Christian
1 Timothy does not foresee the

possibility

woman.

Here

of the celibate life for
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the woman." Based

on

his

principle,

how would such

women

be

question was of no interest to him.
woman is also required to remain in faith, love and
holiness and with sobriety. This becomes the soteriological
programme which the author has mapped out for the woman. So
child-bearing defmes the salvation of the woman. She becomes
saved? This

Above all this

confined to the household. Her holiness and sanctification lies

squarely
teaching

here and not in

any authority over men or in any
function in the church. That was the way 1 Timothy

having

understood the role of women in

Christianity.

Concluding Remarks
The first

thing which one

in the

study of women in the in the
between gospel and culture. These

sees

NT house codes is the contact

writers inserted their culture into the NT. This is; also true of the
constant

demand

completely

they

making

were

submissive to

men.

from

One is not to

women

forget

to

remain

this cultural

agenda for
today. These
determining
place
authors simply allowed themselves to be heavily influenced by
their Jewish past. Sadly and regrettably, today people use their
supposedly Christian texts to insist on the unfortunate and sad
element, which unfortunately
of

the

seems

women

to have set the.

in the church

subordination of women.
Was it not Tertullian who had the courage, (like the deutero
Pauline epistles before him) to say that "a woman may not speak,

baptise, or 'offer' [the Eucharist], nor claim the right to any
"33
mascul ine function, still less to the priestly office.
What an
nor

unfortunate statement. This is still the programme of action. in
force today. Did the "Third Instruction On The .Correct
Of The Constitution On The Sacred

Liturgy",
September 1970 not declare as
follows: "The traditional liturgical norms of the church prohibit
women (young girls, married women, religious) from serving the
priest at the altar, even in women chapels, houses, convents,
schools and institutes.'?' Luckily, the German and other European

Implementation

Liturgiae

Instaurationes of 5th
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difficulty by enrolling active female
who play diaconal function by
distributing holy communion during and outside the Eucharistic
celebration. This is one step forward and a step in the right

churches
mass

have

of Women in

servers

overcome

and

this

even women

direction.
But what crime have these

women

committed? Their

that God created them to be females. And the
and not

biological
be here today

only

reason

I do not think that if Jesus

crime is
here is

to
theological.
that he would simply prescribe and adopt the line
recommended either by ITimothy or Tertul1ian. With this type of
mentality, the equality of man and woman becomes something
were

which is absent in church dictionaries and documents. There
should be equality of man and woman in the secular society but
not in the church. This is an unfortunate situation from which Paul

distanced himself and sought to rectify. Hence, the slogan no male,
no female in Gal 3,28. The liberty which Christ brought is for all,

irrespective of biological gender, race, culture or geographical
origin. Jesus proclaimed a radical liberty, which Paul and some of
the NT communities pushed forward and radically proclaimed. In
an atmosphere of this nature, the women in the time of Paul were
obviously greatly in need of another redeemer, since they were
being reduced to second class creatures. Paul, then, intervened and
sought to be another "Moses" for these women and so presented a
radical "gospel" and a proclamation which tried to redeem and free
them from their "prison yard". Therefore, the fate of the woman
today is not the making. of Paul.
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L.M. Maloney, "The Pastoral Epistles", in: E.
Searching the Scriptures: A Feminist Commentary,

Schussler Fiorenza
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Timothy

and Titus. The latter three

"the Pastoral
3

(1 &2 Timothy and Titus)

are

usually called

epistles".

This code is found in: CoI3�18-4,1� Epb 5,21-6,9; lTim 2,8-15: 5,1-2: 6,1-2;
Tit 2,1-10: 3, I; 1 Pet 2,18-25: 3,1-7. As the reader will soon see, the

subordination texts of the deutero-Pauline letters

are

found in the context of the

house code which is not found in Paul himself Here the

woman

is confined to the

house and in strict submission to the husband.
4

This idea of confining the

of her

goodness by judging

woman to

her

the household and

conformity

determining the extent
points to the
good woman of Prov

the household code

to

evidence in Pro 31,10-31. As the reader may recall, the
31,10-31 was praised and recognised as being good because she is almost

a

perfect housemaid, always at the service of the man and the household. Similarly,
Philo gives information which tell us that the good woman was to be confined to
the house, going to the Temple only when the market is empty. Once more, in the
NT house codes, these basic "ideals" of the household are repeated. The only
difference is that the writers tiled to give them a Christian face.
5
E. Schussler Fiorenza, In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological
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65.
)0

recognise that ICor 11,2-16 has its own problems. But this is not the place
its exegesis since it is outside the scope of this present work.
For views maintaining this pseudo-Pauline authorship, see also: B. Byrne,

I

to do
It

Paul and the Christian woman, 62-65.
12
How far has this picture changed today? Has not the
and

influenced the

beyond
assembly today

Christian

practice

in

some

eccelesiology

of 1 Tim 2

Christian communities? Does the

still gag and stifle these women., making them only
are they heard? Are they ever there when very
church decisions are to be made? What is their ranking on the
not

interested listeners? How often

important

hierarchical scale? Even when

they

are

also celibates like their male counterparts,

does it make any difference? That this subordinationist ecclesiology is so
cherished even today as coming from God is sad and regrettable. The women in
the

community

of 1 Timothy have

todav. do they teach? Yet it

was

no

authority

to

teach: in.our

Paul who gave this maxim:

no

own

male,

community
no female
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if this is not also part of the

Holy scripture.

Is this not the

game of pick and choose?
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Conciliar And Post Conciliar Documents, Minnesota 1975, 217.
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distinction in its creation narrative. AD that it told

us

did make this
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man,
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JO
The author of Sir 25,24 seems to know this very tradition.
31
I am aware of the fact that one could argue that possiblyanother version of the
tradition it} question was available to I Timothy. This is hypothetically possible.
But exegesis is neither a matter of hypothesis nor a matter of "perhaps". It is a
question of considering the available extant evidence. So we can only judge and
evaluate 1 Timothy on the basis of the evidence before us. It is not good to invent

"baIf-trut�" just
be

argument

to

objective,

even

support.

to

help

one to

support his point of view

In matters of theological

or

in order to

help

the

formulations, one has to be very
if the available evidence is against the view which one wants to
won.
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32.

Once more,

to

this author. He could not
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celibacy was not a feature of the Christiamty known
even anticipate this. He goes for a natural option
which foresees only a woman with child in his church community.
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we see

that

